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With the emergence of a global climate youth movement, questions of inter-

generational justice regarding climate change mitigation have come to the45

fore. However, a scientific perspective on intergenerational climate impacts

is still lacking. Here we show that newborns in 2020 are projected to expe-

rience 2–7 times more extreme events globally under current climate pledges

than someone born in 1960, using a novel framework that quantifies impacts

as they are experienced along a person’s lifetime. Limiting warming to 1.5 ◦C50

consistently reduces that burden while still leaving younger generations with

unavoidable impacts that are unmatched by those experienced by older gener-

ations. Our results provide a scientific basis to understand the position from

which younger generations challenge the present shortfall of adequate climate

action.55

Young people around the world have been leading climate demonstrations since late 2018.

This surge in climate protests has received explicit support from many climate scientists (1) and

has been accompanied by the emergence of climate change litigation. Meanwhile, government

actions are falling short of achieving the emission reductions required to halt global warming

at the safe levels agreed upon under the UN Paris Agreement (2). This failure to adequately act60

implies that global warming could easily exceed 3 ◦C by the end of the century (2), and projec-
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tions of future climate change impacts under such scenarios have far-reaching implications (3).

This situation raises important questions about solidarity and fairness across generations (1, 4).

Under continued global warming, extreme events such as heatwaves will continue to rise in

frequency, intensity, duration and spatial extent over the next decades (5–8). Current younger65

generations that will experience those future decades are therefore expected to face more im-

pacts compared to their (grand)parents. However, the ruling paradigm to study climate change

impacts assesses change in discrete time windows or at discrete levels of warming (3). Such an

approach, which we term the Eulerian perspective (in demography called period perspective),

inhibits quantification of exactly how much more impacts from climate change a particular birth70

cohort will experience compared to another generation.

Meteorological extremes, hazards, or climate change impacts are so far mostly studied as

they evolve over time under varying emission scenarios and socio-economic pathways (6, 8, 9).

For instance, applying a heatwave indicator (10) (table S1) to four bias-adjusted global climate

models indicates that the land area annually affected by such heatwaves will increase from75

∼15 % around 2020 to ∼22 % by 2100 under a 1.5 ◦C-compatible scenario and to ∼46 % under

a scenario in line with current emission reduction pledges (fig. 1a). Recent studies extended

this approach by studying aspects of climate change as a function of global mean temperature

(GMT) anomalies, highlighting the scenario-independence of several extreme event indicators

(5, 7, 9) but remaining, in essence, a comparison of two time windows.80

Instead, we here take a Lagrangian (or cohort) perspective to climate change impacts that

measures extreme event exposure over the course of a person’s lifetime. Our intention is thereby

to quantify, in the most robust way possible, the changes in lifetime exposure to climate ex-

tremes across generations. To this end, we perform a birth cohort analysis by combining an un-

precedented collection of multi-model impact projections (7) with country-scale life expectancy85

information (11), gridded population data (12), and future global temperature trajectories (13)
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from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Global Warm-

ing of 1.5 ◦C (see Methods). By integrating the exposure of an average person in a country

or region to extreme events across their lifetime, we encapsulate spatio-temporal changes in

climate hazards, population density, cohort size, and life expectancy (fig. 1).90

Extreme event exposure Our results allow for comparing lifetime exposure to climate ex-

tremes across birth cohorts globally. For example, a person born in 1960 will on average ex-

perience around 4 ±2 (1 σ) heatwaves across their lifetime according to our extreme heatwave

definition (fig. 1b). The lifetime heatwave exposure of this cohort is largely insensitive to the

three future temperature scenarios considered here. A child born in 2020 will, in contrast, ex-95

perience 30 ±9 heatwaves under a scenario following current climate pledges, which could be

reduced to 22 ±7 heatwaves if warming is limited to 2 ◦C or 18 ±8 heatwaves if it is limited to

1.5 ◦C. In any case, that is 7, 6, or 4 times more compared to a person born in 1960. Repeating

this analysis for all cohorts born between 1960 and 2020 highlights clear differences in lifetime

exposure to heatwaves between older and younger cohorts globally (fig. 1c). The effect of al-100

ternative future temperature trajectories on the lifetime exposure multiplication factor becomes

discernible only for cohorts younger than 40 years in 2020, with the largest differences for the

youngest cohorts.

The previous example only uses one impact indicator and a subset of all possible future tem-

perature pathways. We now expand this approach and consider six extreme event categories:105

wildfires, crop failures, droughts, river floods, heatwaves, and tropical cyclones (table S1),

which we analyse under a wide range of temperature pathways that result in future warming

ranging from constant present-day levels up to 3.5 ◦C by 2100 (see Methods and fig. S1). To

this end, we generated a total of 273 global-scale projections with 15 impact models forced by

four bias-adjusted global climate models (table S2). Inspired by the IPCC’s Reasons for Con-110
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cern Framework (3), we visualise the exposure multiplication factors relative to a hypothetical

reference person living under pre-industrial climate conditions as a function of the 2100 GMT

anomaly and cohort (fig. 2). Life expectancy varies with the cohort, whereas the hypothetical

reference person is given the same life expectancy as the oldest cohort in our figures. Therefore,

in contrast to the previous comparison of lifetime exposure across generations given historical115

and climate conditions (Fig. 1), we from now on assess how projected lifetime exposure of birth

cohorts is affected by climate change since pre-industrial and by increased life expectancy since

1960.

Our results highlight that lifetime exposure to each of the considered extreme events con-

sistently increases for higher warming levels and younger cohorts. Changes in extreme event120

frequencies have had relatively little effect on lifetime exposure for cohorts above age 55 in

2020, but this rapidly changes for younger cohorts as they start experiencing extreme events

in the coming years and decades (fig. 2). For a 3 ◦C global warming pathway, a 6-year old in

2020 will experience twice as many wildfires and tropical cyclones, 3 times more river floods,

4 times more crop failures, 5 times more droughts, and 36 times more heatwaves relative to the125

reference person. Such conditions clearly pose a severe threat to the safety of young cohorts.

While qualitatively consistent, quantitative exposure changes differ among categories: for wild-

fires and tropical cyclones, increases in exposure remain limited relative to the other categories,

whereas heatwave exposure increases much more strongly, up to a factor 44 for newborns un-

der 3.5 ◦C of global warming. Aggregating the exposure multiplication factors across the six130

categories shows that people younger than 10 in 2020 will experience about a fourfold increase

in extreme events under 1.5 ◦C of global warming, an increase that older cohorts will never ex-

perience, even if a scenario towards 3.5 ◦C warming is followed (fig. S2a). Under a 3 ◦C global

warming pathway, children under 8 will face an almost fivefold increase in extreme event expo-

sure. These exposure multiplication factors scale robustly with the warming pathway and cohort135
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across a range of aggregation methods, despite some variation in the factor values (fig. S2).

We then calculate the probability of each person’s lifetime exposure occurring under pre-

industrial climate conditions. Lives with an accumulated exposure that would occur with less

than 0.01 % probability under pre-industrial climate (that is, with less than a 1-in-10 000 chance)

are thereby classified as unprecedented. We find that cohorts above age 55 in 2020 will on140

average live an unprecedented life only for heatwaves and crop failures, while cohorts aged 0-

40 in 2020 will additionally face unprecedented exposure to droughts and flooding above 1.5 ◦C

warming (fig. 2a-f). Aggregated across all the impact categories, lifetime exposure to extremes

is unprecedented at all warming levels and cohorts (fig. S2a).

Regional patterns Behind this global average picture, there are important spatial variations.145

Repeating the analysis for a selection of world regions (fig. S3) reveals marked differences

between regions (figs. S4–S5), while a country-level assessment highlights even stronger spatial

disparities (Supplementary Note 1; figs. S6–7). We find a particularly strong increase in lifetime

exposure across the Middle East and North Africa, with on average at least 7 times higher

exposure for all cohorts younger than 25 years in 2020 under current pledges (fig. S8a). In sub-150

Saharan Africa, newborns will on average experience 5.9 times more extreme events compared

to a reference person living under pre-industrial climate, while newborns in other regions will

on average experience 3.7–5.3 times more extremes. This burden on newborns in terms of

additional exposure to extreme events is substantially reduced when limiting global warming

to 1.5 ◦C: the strongest reductions in exposure are found in the Middle East and North Africa155

(-39%), Europe and Central Asia (-28%), and North America (-26%), while benefits in Sub-

Saharan Africa, East Asia and the Pacific roughly correspond to the global average (-24%).

Grouping countries by income category instead of by region highlights that young gen-

erations in low-income countries will face by far the strongest increases in lifetime exposure
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with a more than fivefold increase for newborns under current pledges (fig. S8b). High-income160

countries, on the other hand, face the smallest increases for younger cohorts and the smallest

variation across generations. However, while 60-year old people in high-income countries rep-

resent 22% of their cohort globally, this fraction has reduced to 10% for newborns (fig. S9-10).

The corresponding relative cohort sizes of low-income countries, on the contrary, increased

from 5% to 18%. Thus, children born in the present and future are much more likely to be born165

in regions facing the highest increase in lifetime extreme event exposure. For example, 53 mil-

lion children born in Europe and Central Asia between 2016 and 2020 will experience 3.8–4.0

times more extreme events under current pledges, but 172 million children of the same age in

sub-Saharan Africa face a factor 5.5–5.9 increase in lifetime extreme event exposure, including

a factor 50–54 increase in lifetime heatwave exposure (fig. S9-10). This combined rapid growth170

in cohort size and extreme event exposure (fig. S9-12) highlights a disproportionate climate

change burden for young generations in the Global South.

Improvements in life expectancy (fig. 1a; fig. S13) represent a confounding factor in the

signal of increasing exposure to extreme events over a person’s lifetime. However, we find

that globally, climate change explains 98% of a newborn’s exposure change under the current175

pledges scenario (fig. S14, see Methods). In high-income countries, the enhanced exposure

of a newborn is almost entirely attributable to climate change (99%), whereas in low, lower-

middle and upper-middle income countries, climate change contributes 98% of the total expo-

sure change (figs. S14–S15).

Discussion Analysis of climate risks to humans has traditionally considered impacts as they180

evolve over time. Our Lagrangian approach provides a more intuitive account of climate im-

pacts by tracking exposure to extreme events across a person’s lifetime and comparing changes

across generations. While we comprehensively account for hazards and exposure using an
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unprecedented climate impact modeling effort (7, 12) and within-country population density

variability, there are multiple reasons to think that our approach, if anything, underestimates185

intergenerational differences in exposure (Supplementary Note 2).

Further work could aim at extending this novel approach to include further demographic

dimensions and vulnerability (14). Vulnerability to extreme events depends on a range of socio-

economic factors but may also evolve over the course of a lifetime. A young person may for

instance experience little health impacts from a heatwave compared to older people (15), but190

schooling infrastructure destroyed by a tropical cyclone may have a disproportionate detrimen-

tal effect on children’s education which could persist throughout their entire lifetime. And while

communities may possibly become less vulnerable to extreme events over time, limits to adap-

tive capacity remain even under optimistic pathways beyond mid-century (14) (Supplementary

Note 3).195

Climate change impacts may also engender migration and ultimately even affect life ex-

pectancy via increased mortality, two aspects which are not considered in this study. Even

though climate change increases mortality (15), it is currently not included in life expectancy

estimates and population projections like the ones we use here. Likewise, migration triggered

by environmental degradation may change both exposure and vulnerability to extreme events.200

Further analysis should therefore aim at systematically integrating population dynamics and

climate risk assessments to better understand the long-term impacts of extreme climate events

and to improve socioeconomic scenario development.

Our results overall highlight the strong benefits of aligning policies with the Paris Agree-

ment for safeguarding the future of current young generations. While all generations younger205

than 60 in 2020 will live unprecedented lives in terms of extreme event exposure, lifetime expo-

sure to climate change impacts drastically increases for younger generations as global warming

progresses. Heatwaves dominate the escalating exposure to hazards, but a consistent rise is
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also observed for droughts, wildfires, tropical cyclones, crop failures as well as flooding. The

strongest increases occur in low income countries where strongly rising extreme events (8) af-210

fect a rapidly growing young population. Overall, limiting global warming to 1.5 ◦C instead

of following the current pledges scenario nearly halves (-40%) the additional exposure of new-

borns to extreme heatwaves and substantially reduces the burden for wildfires (-11%), crop

failures (-27%), droughts (-28%), tropical cyclones (-29%), and river floods (-34%). These

findings have direct implications for climate litigation and call for ambitious mitigation efforts215

to improve intergenerational and international justice.
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Figure 1: From an Eulerian (period) to a Lagrangian (cohort) perspective on climate
change impacts. (a) Historical and future evolution of global land area fraction annually ex-
posed to heatwaves under a 1.5 ◦C, 2 ◦C, and current pledges scenario. Each line represents the
multi-model mean of a heatwave metric calculated from the four bias-adjusted global climate
models available in ISIMIP2b (see Methods and table S1). All lines were smoothed using a
10-point moving average and the uncertainty band spans 1 standard deviation across the model
ensemble. Horizontal grey arrows indicate the global-average lifespan of a person born in 1960
and 2020, respectively. (b) Lifetime heatwave exposure for the 1960 and 2020 birth cohort,
respectively, under the three scenarios. The rotated factors above each bar indicate the exposure
multiplication factor relative to the 1960 birth cohort under the respective scenario. (c) Expo-
sure multiplication factors for lifetime heatwave exposure across birth cohorts relative to the
exposure of the 1960 birth cohort under the respective scenario. Uncertainty bands represent
model uncertainty as the inter-quartile range for the 2020 birth cohort exposure relative to the
multi-model mean exposure of the 1960 birth cohort.
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Figure 2: lifetime exposure on the rise. Exposure multiplication factors across birth cohorts
(x-axis) under a range of global warming trajectories (fig. S1) reaching 0.87 ◦C to 3.5 ◦C global
mean temperature (GMT) anomalies in 2100 relative to the pre-industrial (PI) reference period
(1850–1900; y-axis) for (a) wildfires, (b) crop failures, (c) droughts, (d) river floods, (e) heat-
waves, and (f) tropical cyclones. All factors are computed relative to the mean exposure of
a hypothetical reference person living under pre-industrial climate conditions with year-1960
life expectancy, and therefore incorporate the effect of historical as well as projected climate
change. The grey contour delineates lifetime extreme event exposure with 0.01 % probability
of occurrence under pre-industrial climate conditions; absence of the contour indicates that this
probability is lower for all cases covered. Note the different colour bar range for heatwaves.
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